
TARGET MARKET
Target Market
With Government focusing move from oil 
and gas dependent economy to more 
diversified economy. Qatar is strategically focusing 
on developing manufacturing and industrial 
sector is Qatar. This will drive the ERP market in the 
manufacturing sector.

Target Users
> Industries

KEY PROBLEM STATEMENT | NEED
Businesses are embracing Industry 
4.0 revolution and going digital 
with the adoption of emerging 
technologies such as IIoTs, big data analytics 
and AI. 

As industries are becoming more digital, there 
is a need for ERP systems to adopt to the 
demand of modern manufacturing to enable 
greater integration between production and 
business systems.

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Software is a system that uses a centralized database to better integrate 
business data and processes into a single system that connects operational execution with financial processes 
and ultimately creates positive outcomes for customers by accelerating value delivery

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) MODERNIZATION 
IN INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

PROCUREMENT CYCLE
Identification Stage
The opportunity has been identified 
and is yet to enter the RFP stage.

ADJACENT OPPORTUNITIES 
> Mobile Enterprise Resource Planning

OPPORTUNITY DEFINITION | ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING | ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP) MODERNIZATION
The project involves developing ERP modernization strategy and implementation plan to replace current ERP systems with a modernized cloud-based 
solution. This will also include digital assessment of current ERP modules, exploits the need to migrate from backward thinking legacy modules, to 
a superior digital ERP infrastructure reinforcing scalability and high availability of services. Forward thinking models are achieved by leveraging the 
capabilities of the latest evolving technologies such as AI, IoTs and analytics.

STAKEHOLDERS
> Industries

OWNER AND SECTOR
Owner  Industries
Sector  Industry

TIMESPAN
Total duration of 10 – 12 months

BUDGET ACROSS CYBERSECURITY 
ECOSYSTEM 
The Qatar market for Enterprise Resource Planning 
(ERP) is projected to reach USD$56 million by 2022, at 
a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5% from 
2019 to 2022.


